Forex Business Structure
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Forex In A Word
Forex stands for foreign exchange. It is a self-explanatory term for the exchange of two
currencies.
It is conducted electronically, over the counter (OTC), which means that all transactions
occur via computer networks between traders around the world, rather than on one
centralised exchange.
The market is open 24 hours a day, five days a week, and currencies are traded worldwide
in the major financial centers of:

London - New York – Tokyo – Zurich – Frankfurt - Hong Kong – Paris - Sydney

Forex V/S Stocks
Forex

Stocks

Trading Volume

USD5 Trillion/day

USD 200 Billion/day

Liquidity

Very high

Low

Trading hours

24 hours market

8 hours market

Commissions

No commission

Commission charged

Focus

Narrow

Wide

Trading Nature

Marginal

Cash

How To Trade In Forex ?
There are two types of trading in Forex:
1- Self Trading
The investor can trade in his portfolio.

2- Portfolio Management
The investor hands over the trading portfolio to the portfolio managers; they execute the trades based on the Fundamental and
Technical analysis.

Fundamental Analysis
Fluctuations in the currency pairs happen due to the fundamentals, that are thoroughly studied
by the portfolio managers, some of which are mentioned below:
✓ Monetary Policies (Changes in the Interest
Rate, Open Market Transactions, FOMC
minutes)
✓ Fiscal Policies (Changes in government
expenditure and taxation)

✓ Natural Calamities
✓ Political speeches
✓ NFP (Non-Farm Payroll)
✓ Manufacturing data

✓ Inflation

✓ Unemployment data

✓ Real Estate Market

✓ Consumer and Business
Confidence

✓ Exports and imports

Technical Analysis
Technical analysis is the study of historical price action by the portfolio managers. This is done in order
to identify patterns and determine probabilities of future movements in the market through the use of
indicators, and analysis tools such as:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Moving Average Line
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD)
Relative Strength Index (RSI)
On-Balance-Volume (OBV)
Bollinger Bands
Super trend Indicator
Advanced-Decline Line

Technical analysis can provide highly accurate price prediction. These indicators help to identify
potential trading opportunities and can be very effective in generating profits.

Portfolio Management Key Points
Trading experience - The portfolio managers use their expertise and years of experience to generate trading signals on
instruments that a self-trader may not be even aware.

Presence of mind- They do not trade based on the psychology that comes with wins and losses (revenge and emotional trading).
Supervision- A team of experts work from different time zones; thus, an expert eye monitors the investments 24/7 opted for the
portfolio management service (PMS).

Risk Management- The purpose of risk management is to identify potential problems before they occur; hence the portfolio
managers calculate the risk before placing the trades in the portfolio without missing the parameters like profit-taking and loss
limitation. They utilise all the features of the trading platform [META TRADER 4] to provide a satisfactory trading service to the
investor.

Portfolio Management Fee
The portfolio managers charge 30% on overall generated profits.
The client is advised to withdraw profits every month end, and transfer the 30% fees before
the 5th of every month.

Intro To MT4 (Meta Trader 4)
Meta Trader 4, also known as MT4, is an electronic trading platform widely used by online traders. The software is licensed to
foreign exchange brokers who provide the software to their clients. It gives a wide range of more than 400 instruments to trade;
including currencies, commodities, precious metals, stocks etc.
Meta Trader 4 Mobile controls a trading account via mobile devices such as mobile phones, tablets, pocket PCs etc.
Note- A certified forex trader qualifies to work over the technical charts efficiently in order to generate a trading signal.
Market Watch Window

Technical Charts

Trade History

Mobility

Limited Power Of Attorney
Portfolio managers are eligible to trade in third party’s (client) account only when the
client signs the limited power of attorney or LPOA to grant all the permissions to trade.
This LPOA entitles the portfolio manager the right to deposit and withdraw funds on
behalf of the client; in case there is a need of it.
They can never withdraw cash or transfer funds from the client’s account to any third party
account.

The client has full rights to withdraw the contract of the portfolio management services.

Return On Investments

This plan can generate 24% to 48% per annum. However, ROI does depend on the
market sentiments.

Investment Withdrawal
The best advantage of the plan is that at any point in time, the client can withdraw
his/her available principal amount (equity shown in the portfolio)

(Conditions apply*)

Risk Involvement

Risk Disclaimer:
Electronic or OTC business like Forex carry a high degree of risk; these investments are not suitable for
everyone. Kindly ensure that you understand all the risks and then opt for the plan.

Most Traded Pairs
The experts have been trading in more than
50 instruments including currencies,
commodities, indices and stocks.
CURRENCIES:
USD, EURO, GBP, NZD, AUD, JPY, CAD ETC.
INDICES:
GERMAN, DOWJONES, SWISS30, S&P.
COMMODITIES: GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM & PALLADIUM.
STOCKS:
APPLE, MICROSOFT, ROLLS ROYCE, VISA.

(The graph shows the instruments traded by the experts)

Trade Licence

How To Join The Plan?
Contact us:
https://bit.ly/3irtCp6

Thank You

